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********
 
*Password* the most craziest thing today
Usage of which is increasing day by day,
Has to be carefully thought and made with such combination
That others even thinking to crack them should be out of question!
 
One has to also follow rules along
****beep beep**** 'password should be at least 6 characters long'
Should be a combination of 'Alphanumeric' and 'Special Character'
One who creates a secret tough code is the gogetter!
 
Nowadays every task to be performed has a password
Your Internet password, Your email login password, Your system password,
Your mobile unlocking password, Your ATM card password, Our PH password,
And if you happen to forget them, your day goes haphazard! ! ! !
 
Its risky if you jot them down
Since if you lose it, you are sure to frown
Good were those old days of manual banking, telegrams and letters
Where mind was at least free from the jumble of passwords!
 
Kavya ...
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A Long Lost Friend?
 
A total stranger, A silent worker
Your presence never did bother
 
Hardly seen some where farther
A very calm and distinct person rather
 
Our paths crossed hardly once in a calendar
Then it was a forgotten moment altogether
 
The day finally came and we did not deter
Alas! the lost identities went a step further
 
You somehow seemed like a long lost brother
The best thing we felt was the comfort factor
 
Our talks then went for nothing less than an hour
As if we had for long known each other
 
Am glad to have found you my honor
I wish you success in every path you venture
 
Thank you for finding in me a friend
May you find happiness in every moment you spend......
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A Mystery
 
You gave me a special place
in your heart,
And left me alone like a vagabond
in search of a hut.
 
In my gloomy days
you led me to the sunshine,
But shrugged me off midway
saying you are not mine.
 
You drowned me in your sugary words
expressed fondness for me,
and one fine day you said
you have lost interest in me.
 
I failed to understand 
the reason for your change,
but I would always be grateful to you
for the happy times we spent
 
May only true love flourish in the world I pray
To false love let not anyone fall prey!
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A Painful Tribute To  Shanbaug
 
She was ripped
She was raped
 
She was throttled with dog chain
She cried in pain
 
She was sexually abused
But nobody rescued
 
She landed in coma
After this horrible trauma
 
She was neither dead nor alive
A normal life she was deprived
 
And the assaulter, where is he?
Oh!  he served few years in prison and then walked free
 
That was 42 yrs ago my dear
Today after 42 yrs, we still live in fear
 
How much have we grown in terms of maturity
In terms of respect for women and their security
 
Nothing has changed
We still find men who are hungry and strange
 
Our girls bled then
Our girls still bleed
 
The cunning men even today force their claws
& We happily abide and follow our fantastic Indian laws!
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A Silent Prayer
 
I feel am tied with chains
I suffer everyday, my body pains,
Am tired of doing the hospital rounds
Undergoing various tests or scan ultrasound,
My days starts and ends with ache
When visitors flock, I give a smile fake,
Gone are my happy and trouble free days
Now anxiously through the window pane I gaze,
I want to walk, I want to run
I wish I could have had some more fun,
Though my earlier days were not stress free
I was healthy and happy being a busy bee,
My life now seem worthless
I neither live nor die and lay here restless,
Oh Lord! please do not trouble me more
Give me one more chance to enjoy life to the core,
Once let the storm inside my heart calm
You can then happily wrap me around your arm.
 
Kavya ...
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A Song Of Harmony
 
The new year has dawned in
With a new ray of hope,
With newer resolutions
And more hurdles to cope.
 
Only the year has changed
But the nature remains the same,
Comes day after night
Hide n seek is still the game.
 
With the changing year
Our perceptions too need to change,
We need to instill fear
In those whose deeds are strange.
 
Lets not Divide and Rule
A peaceful harmonious song lets together hum,
Let's lead and live a serene life
In this year and many more years to come.'
 
 
I take this opportunity in Wishing all my PH readers a Very Happy Healthy and
Prosperous New Year ahead. Have a fantabulous year! ! !
 
Kavya ...
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A Special Relationship
 
You are my creator
My mentor, my teacher,
You are the guiding force of my life
Who always help me in times of strife.
 
I know you are and will always be
by my side,
You are someone above God
And these words I shall always abide.
 
I saw the world with your eyes
With your help was able to differentiate the good and the bad;
Whenever I went wrong, you corrected me and yelled at me
The privilege which every mom has on her lad.
 
Yes friends, she is none other than my Mom
A wonderful creation of Almighty,
As God cannot be everywhere
She is the replacement of this holy deity.
 
Mom, you are the epitome of my existence
The reason for my subsistence,
Howsoever I describe you, I know my words will always fall short
As a mom-child relationship is of that special sort!
 
Kavya ...
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A Special Someone.....
 
A poem for a Special Someone
Which in mind I always had,
This person who was also once his Mamma's lad
Has dutifully moulded himself to be a great Dad.
 
As the saying goes, Dad is a son's first hero
And a daughters first love,
Who goes out of the way to meet their demands
Without asking who why what how!
 
He silently plays his role
Hence his greatness is hardly known,
As Mom usually gets all the credit
Coz in major household chores she usually deems fit.
 
Dad, you have shown what Family really means (Father And Mother I Love You)
You have nurtured our needs,
I cannot forget your loving and caring nature
Which you have selflessly showered, come any weather!
 
Words can never thank you enough
For all of your love and tears,
That have shaped me into who I am today
Over these many years.....
 
Kavya ...
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A Tribute To The Missile Man Of India,  Abdul Kalam
 
God's ultimate Creation
A masterpiece you were,
A rare existence on this earth
A person whom we all admire.
 
The Missile Man of India
As you are fondly known,
Your writings, your teachings
Only a positive ray it has shown.
 
You greatly inspired the young minds
By your profound deeds,
Risen from a newspaper seller to a scientist
You have proved that hard work never cedes.
 
With all respect we bow to you
For your dedication, be it politics, writings or social service,
A gem of a person as you were,
We need you back Sir...R.I.P..Return if Possible please.....
 
Kavya ...
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A Vote Of Thanks To God
 
As the year end is approaching
let's be more calm and clear,
Set our goals and follow them
with the advent of the new year.
 
Let's bury the past
and not repeat the mistakes,
Not regret on the past deeds,
but be our own re-make.
 
Let's Thank God for everything
and move forward without fear,
As not everyone was blessed to
complete their journey of life this year.
 
We bow to you God and thank you
for every new day,
Thank you God for being with us
And guiding us in the right way.
 
Kavya ...
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A Welcome Change
 
Come season of June
it brings rain along as a boon,
Washing away the sweltering heat
brings muddy water under our feet.
 
Schools re-open, the summer vacation gets over
the poor kids seem lost, still in holiday hangover,
But more excited in new uniforms, new bags, new books
to find some new teachers and their curious looks,
 
Reminiscing those days makes me feel nostalgic
we sailing paper boats in the rainy water with frolic,
Playfully splashing rain water onto each other,
enjoying in the dirt with nothing to bother.
 
The rainy atmosphere also brings romance alive
love and lust the couples try to revive,
The ambience around makes us forget every sorrow
urges to live life like there is no tomorrow!
 
Yes everyone needs only happiness and no pain,
but can there be a rainbow without a rain!
 
Kavya ...
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Am Falling For You...
 
Oh! am falling in love with the rain
I would love to get drenched in this rain,
 
It has the magic to wipe away the tears
It gives me happiness and fresh feelers,
 
The greenery around makes me lively
The wet green leaves are swaying so happily,
 
The flowers are fresh and out of its bud
The frogs are croaking sitting in the deep mud,
 
The canals are now flowing like rivers
The cold climate is sending shivers,
 
Kids in rainy wear and couples in one umbrella
Birds chirping happily in a distant villa,
 
It's also fun to stay indoors when pouring
Sipping your hot cuppa on a rainy morning,
 
It's equally thrilling indoor or outdoor
To feel the joy nature brings when we try to explore!
 
Kavya ...
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An Ardent Wish For A Dad
 
Mom busy in the kitchen
And you in your office
You too like mom waiting for me patiently
For nine months with curiosity
 
Seeing me in the cradle, you ran to distribute sweets
Holding your hands, I had gained entry in the school neat
You in your Old shirt, and I my New school uniform
Dad, you were always the greatest dad for me
 
You too have spent sleepless nights
When I or my sister was ill and not alright
When school fees hiked
You worked overtime in the office site
 
For sister's marriage, you had even withdrawn your PF
While bidding her farewell to her in-laws place,
You also had cried inconsolably
Dad, you were always the greatest dad for me
 
God, let now be my turn to put hard work and struggle for my great dad
You just grant long healthy life to all the dads in this world!
 
Kavya ...
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An Illusion!
 
I entered the room that was full
Filled with people mourning
There lay a dead body clad in white cloth
She was none other than my close mate
I struggled to get inside that room
The room that was full
Filled with people mourning
 
As I entered something got stuck on my foot
And I dragged it along with me
To my horror, what was stuck was the white cloth
What I was dragging was the dead body
To my despair, the whole crowd started looking at me
I slowly lifted my leg and stood at one corner
of the room that was filled with people mourning
 
All of a sudden, the body stood up and started smiling
Said, why are you all mourning
I am alright, Why have you all gathered here
Please go away, let me sleep
I am tired, I need some rest.
Soon the crowd started dispersing
From the room that was filled with people mourning
 
There I heard a loud noise like a bell
I turn and rise up in scare to see if all is well
To realise that it was none other than my morning alarm
Waking me up saying, 'Get up, now its dawn'
Oh my God, what a horrible dream i had
Thinking of the close mate I felt very sad
As in reality, yes, she's struggling for life, though today she is very much alive!
 
I just prayed  'May God grant her many more years to survive a normal healthy
life'.
 
Kavya ...
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Carpe Diem
 
The cool breeze of the dawn
with the slim sunlight,
Followed by the glaring sunshine 
the chirping of birds, the song of cuckoo,
What a fresh morning sight to view!
 
The silent afternoon,
The calm warm air,
The noise of the swaying leaves
A subtle song heard from a far off place
What a peaceful noon away from the usual rat race!
 
Seated by the seashore
The sight of the fishing boats and ships in the middle of the sea
The waves trying to get on the land, retrace and come again
The sea shells coming along with the water to the shore
Worth an evening to adore!
 
A gaze at the night sky
The crescent moon
The twinkling stars
If a shooting star also gives way
What a pleasant sight to end the day!
 
I would long to have a day like this
The soft haze of a spring day
The red fire on a long winters evening
To submerge in this dream land
For a day be freed from the routine errand!
 
So Come, Lets sing our songs
Dream our dreams
Hope our hope and
Pray our prayer
with a sense of Carpe Diem.
 
Kavya ...
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Change (Cinquain)
 
Change
Is Inevitable
The Only Constant
Difficult to easily adapt
Impermanent
 
Kavya ...
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Changing Era
 
Times have changed
People are changing,
With the advance in technology
The mind sets too are varying.
 
Earlier smoking drinking
Was part of male counterparts,
Now in the race of gender equality
Women are not too far.
 
Women should be respected
They should be treated at par,
Is that why they are in line with men
and land in trouble every now and then!
 
Do not smoke
Do not drink and drive,
Should be echoed also in the ears of women
without a sigh.
 
What are you trying to prove lady
Be in the race for good and not evil,
Respect your dignity, prove yourself best
But do not ever try to act like a devil.
 
Kavya ...
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Cherished Memories
 
When I walk past the memory lane
I recollect all the little happiness that we did gain,
Today everything looks so changed and new
I wonder how fast the time flew!
 
Yes, the childhood memories
Keep crossing my mind,
I wonder if those worry free and stress free days
This lifetime will I ever find?
 
Days when we played together
And every silly joke brought laughter,
When we used to fight n complain
But still unite for a profitable bargain.
 
Your caring nature for your younger sis
Always came to me as a bliss,
I remember your new bicycle which was our dad's gift
I was the first lady of your life to whom you gave a lift: -)
 
How we used to stealthily do pranks
And favour each other without a thanks,
Supporting each other in times of trouble
Celebrating every victory with a cuddle.
 
Yes, this poem is dedicated to you, my brother,
For a reason
For the best days we spent together
Irrespective of any season.
 
Today we are grown ups v can say
With no time left for play,
Though those carefree days are gone
We still have with us cherished memories that last for long!
 
Kavya ...
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Demons Not Humans!
 
The New Delhi rape incident that happened
Has left the entire world shaken
What is happening around
Where have the good people gone that once did surround
 
Where is God, has He closed His eyes?
Allowing wicked people to wander freely
Turning His back towards innocent bodies
Leaving them in freezing ice!
 
If this is how human beings are
Where men and women are not treated at par
I do not want to be a human being any more
I would like to be reborn as an animal with legs four
 
Animals are really more faithful than humans
Who do attack but only at times you trouble them
They definitely are more humble and gentle
And do not ever act like demons!
 
Kavya ...
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Disaster (Cinquain)
 
Disaster
So sudden
Natural or man-made
Shakes the entire nation
Devastating
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Do Lafz....Ghazals In Hindi
 
???? ??? ???? ???? ??
?? ??? ???? ????? ??,
 
????? ??? ???? ???? ??
????? ??? ???? ???? ??,
 
???? ??? ???? ???? ??
???? ??? ???? ????? ??,
 
??? ?? ???? ??? ????? ??
???? ???????? ?? ???? ???? ??,
 
?? ???? ?? ???, ???? ??? ????? ??
???? ??? ?? ?? ????? ?? ??? ????? ??,
 
??? ?? ???? ??? ?? ??? ??,
??...??? ????? ????? ???, ????? ??: -)
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Dreams
 
They take us far, very far
Sometimes brightens our spirit
At times leaves us in despair too,
They are clear and vivid
Also gloomy and forgetful,
Be it happy or scary
They make us feel jittery!
 
Whatever it is
They act as a source of inspiration,
It's a wish that our heart makes
It's a place where most of our needs are met,
So let's chase our dream
And make it true,
Lets fulfill our dream
Out of the blue!
 
As if we stop dreaming
then aren't we just sleeping?
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Eternal Bliss
 
Time is fleeting
like a sand escaping from our fist,
We have no control over it
Enjoy every minute!
 
Relations are sensitizing
Blood is thicker than water,
Do not react in an angry situation
Learn to value blood relations!
 
Happiness is slowly vanishing
Take time to smile,
Be happy for this moment
This moment is your life!
 
Friends are diminishing
They have now place only in our contact list,
Make time to meet them, laugh with them
Friendship is a sweet responsibility, never an opportunity!
 
Marriage is now become like a contract
With less of understanding and more of ego
It's a sacred institution, a divine bond,
Preserve it!
 
These are all God-given gifts
Our attitude towards life is what we need to shift,
If properly cared and nurtured
Can work wonders and give us eternal bliss!
 
Kavya ...
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Expectations
 
Expect the least
but do your best,
Expect nothing in return
only then happiness can we earn.
 
As expectation only hurts
and brings in more sorrow,
Just enjoy the zeal of life
and live like there is no tomorrow.
 
Just be with someone who brings
smile to your face and not tears,
One who stands with you like a rock
and wipes away your fears.
 
Love someone from the core of your heart
but do not expect the same love back,
Lets delete 'expectation' from our life's dictionary
and make our lives joyful and merry.
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Face Of Shame
 
What a shame on our Nation
Who can't even respect woman
Gender male is getting uglier
And this applies for all as there is no waiver
 
Its become hard to discriminate
Who is good or bad
Nowadays nobody can be trusted
Not even your own blood!
 
Every day there is news on murder, kidnap and rape
The country is today in a real bad shape
Every incident that happens is short lived
As a new incident takes over and leads
 
The mass public express wrath, organises protest march
But to what extent is this useful
Unless the punishment meted out to culprits
Is really harsh!
 
We welcome every new year with great aspiration
Of making more developments n become a tech savvy nation
But with passing years are we really developing
As the mindsets of people are even more shrinking!
 
How can this menace be actually curbed
As everyday one or other woman gets snubbed
Its high time the culprits, the hooligans are severely punished
And from the country they are totally banished
 
Mother India our country is fondly known
Is crying in shame since the uglier side it has shown
As the calls n cries will never reach to whom they should reach
Unless the language is one in which we all preach!
 
Kavya ...
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Fake Friends - Cinquain
 
Falsehood
Fake Friends
An unpleasant dream
They come and go
Mean
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Fate
 
Friends, I’m a person like you
Who has but enjoyment very few
Who do exist on this earth
But unable to lead a normal life since birth.
 
I can’t see the Nature around
Or the tall buildings that surround
Like you I can’t enjoy the rain**
Nor the sight of beautiful lane.
 
I was born in darkness
And I do live in darkness
Dark nights alone surround me
I see everywhere dark around me.
 
Yes, my dear friend I’m blind
Who has full of darkness ahead
But happy am I with this fate
As like you am not a victim of love and hate! **
 
Kavya ...
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Fear
 
Our greatest enemy
Our solicit companion,
Deters our progress
Hinders our success.
 
It's also a very faithful mate
It will come to you to change your fate,
And make a nest in your mind
Stress is then what you will find.
 
But the moment you shoo it away
It goes off, It doesn't stay,
So who is to blame?
Is it we or the Fear who's playing this game!
 
So why invite Fear
When our goals are clear,
We are judged by the company we keep
Then why invite Fear and allow troubles to creep! ! ! !
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Flower (Cinquain)
 
Flower
Very pleasing
In full bloom
Varied colours and fragrance
Delicate
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From Womb To Tomb
 
How happy you were Mom
when I entered your womb,
You took so much care of me
caressed me when I kicked your tummy,
You waited for 9 months with bated breath
the day finally arrived and we met,
To my dismay on seeing me none of you were happy
as you found I was a 'girl' whilst changing my nappy,
All the emotions got buried in a fraction of a second
and you all decided to put my life to an end,
You did not even blink while doing this Mom
was it my fault that I was being born?
I lived with you happily for 9 months in your womb
Oh my Mom! why did you now leave me in a tomb!
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God
 
Does anybody know
what is life?
what are we doing today?
what is in store for us tomorrow?
have we consciously acted in the past?
 
NO, is the answer
As we are all puppets of the creator God
The world is a stage
Life is a drama
We are all actors
& God is our director
 
We all act as per His directions
Whatever good comes our way
is His deed
Whatever bad comes our way
He only leads
 
So believe in God
Trust Him
Love Him
Pray to Him
As He is above All
& He will always be with you
In your every rise and fall.
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God Is Great
 
I asked God, Why me?
Can't you target someone else,
Why are you after me?
Why am I always in a menace.
 
God smilingly said,
What suffering means if you want to see,
Please come with me, I shall show,
What trouble means to thee.
 
He took me on a ride in His chariot
Where only humiliations, worries, cries I could hear
Death, misery everywhere
All around people were in tears.
 
God said, I have given the least to you
You were due for much larger misery,
But I gave it to those
Who were strong enough to bear this cruelty.
 
I bowed to God and said
You were right, am really blessed,
I will not question your intentions again
That was the last time with God I ever messed.
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Haiku1
 
Let the Heart or the Mind
Not rule each other
It can make wonders.
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Happiness
 
What is Happiness
Can it be defined?
It sure varies from person to person
In which action or things, happiness one finds.
 
Happy occasions are mostly celebrated with ‘sweets and cakes'
Be it a birthday or an exam result or a job promotion,
Such people celebrate their success with near and dear
And enhance their happiness with grand celebration.
 
Some do not need reasons to be happy
As they take things as they come,
For them happiness can be expressed even
by singing loudly inside the bathroom for fun: -)
 
For many days dawn with expectations
and when expectations run riot,
It is difficult to match them
Who prefer to remain unhappy and quiet.
 
For many life is an unending long 'wishlist'
Who desire to have so many things,
Who feel a bit desolate in not getting they desired
But never allow dull moments to ever cling!
 
So it is we who decide how happy we should be
Even small things can add up to make us happy,
But nothing is big enough even
To dampen our lively spirits badly!
 
So what is Happiness?
A mental or emotional state of well-being
Characterized by positive or pleasant emotions
ranging from contentment to intense joyful feeling!
 
Through Hard work, Capability and Recognition at right time
Achievements are accomplished by default,
But if someone fails to recognise our talent
Is it really our fault?
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So with our pleasant demeanour lets ensure
and take an oath today,
Let all around us feel happy always
And celebrate our success in a grand way!
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Happy Birthday To Aswath Raman, My Ph Bro
 
On Your Birthday
Wishing you Life's Best
Don't change moods very often
No matter life puts you to whatever test!
 
Be as you are -
 
A  poet in true sense
S mart, Skilful, Sharp
W riter - witty & versatile
A rtistic
T alented
H yperactive
 
A Very Happy Birthday to You Bro!
 
Kavya ...
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Happy Friendship Day
 
FRIENDS
You are my lifeline,
Our friendship only gets better like an old wine.
 
Memories of our times together bring tears,
My friends, you have only grown more fonder with passing years.
 
Though I have few, they are true
As we are so closely bonded like a glue.
 
For years together though we dont meet,
Our love for each other has no space for cheat.
 
Love you all my dear friend,
For all the special moments we share and happiness we lend.
 
Thank you all for being so nice,
Blessed that you all are part of my life.
 
Kavya ...
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Happy New Year
 
Here comes the New Year
Wiping out all the fear
That we had in the old year.
 
It's the favourite of all
Makes people rise even if they had fall
Hoping for the best
Forgetting the rest.
 
It's such a classic eve
Where good wishes people take and give
Its a moment of happiness
Where people bury all their worries
And take some time out for themselves.
 
New year makes to vanish the past
Gives us dreams that never last
It rings out the old
and rings in the view
Making all the old things fold
Giving an altogether different view.
 
Happy New Year. Happy New Year.
May this year bring you peace and lots of happiness dear.
 
Kavya ...
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Happy Teachers Day
 
Remembering fondly my teachers
On this day
As I walk decades back
To pay tribute in a humble way.
 
Our Principal Ms. Latha Mam
Was as strict as her position demanded
We used to pretend to be scared of her
Though comments at the back would later shower
 
Our first and foremost teacher, Ms. D'souza Teacher
Short in stature but very kind in nature
The first teacher who taught us to write A B C D
A very sweet and adorable lady was she.
 
Our Marathi Teacher ye Teacher
Tiny and frail was her structure
She used to come, read the entire chapter
None in the class would pay heed to her
Instead we used to make fun and get buried in laughter.
 
Our Geography Teacher, Ms. Bhagwat teacher
Tall and stout was her personality
A serious look she had
Though often she would laugh and joke
A kind of sleepy lecture for all folk
 
Our English & History Teacher, a Teacher
Short and plump with a loud voice
Would always notice me and my friend talking
And tell us 'get out of the class'
Outside the class we would giggle more
From the class at us she would again roar!
 
Our Hindi Teacher, Ms Seema Teacher
Middle aged Maharashtrian lady
Hindi she would speak less and Marathi more
Had only one favourite student whom she would always adore!
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Our Maths & Sci Teacher, Ms. Manisha Teacher
Curly hair, very fair, was good looking and cool
Was liked by mostly all in the school
Her teachings were also best and interesting too
 
Our Drawing & Craft Teacher, Ms. Dabke Teacher
Taught us to make items out of paper and clay
Drawing too was learnt by us to some extent
A period meant for some leisure and enjoyment!
 
The picture that I have drawn above of all teachers
Are not to make fun of them
Instead I from the bottom of my heart salute and respect them
For bearing us, For imparting good education and Nourishing our Career
By watering our childish roots and standing by us like a strong stem.
 
I wish all my teachers and to all those who have been 'gurus' in my life A HAPPY
TEACHERS DAY.
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Health Is Wealth
 
Hale and Hearty was he
Always busy like a bee
Envy were people who used to see
As he used to work with absolute glee.
 
Handle all task with compassion
Do every work with a passion
''Accuracy' was his fashion
The main reason for people's attraction.
 
But happy energetic days did not last for him too
He was struck with sickness and flu
He turned frail in a day or two
Where and how he was nobody had any clue.
 
'Health is Wealth' he soon realized
Anything overdone will soon be penalized
His body was so stressed inside
That with illness he was being victimized.
 
This is a lesson for all of us
Who overdo and stress ourselves from dawn to dusk
Not realizing we will pay for this in the long run thus
And make our healthy and beautiful life a mess!
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Heart
 
What is Heart
a pumping machine
merely a size of a fist!
But if you play with it
it can make your entire life twist,
As if it fails
all your efforts to revive goes in vain,
So keep it Happy, Healthy and Cheerful
and see how your life turns colorful: -)
 
We all know how important an organ it is
We have to win hearts to rise in life
Be it your girl-friend or your wife
Mending a broken heart is always wise: -)
 
Happy the man, whose heart is healthy
Always will he be fit, fine and wealthy.
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Hudhud
 
HUDHUD, the very severe cyclonic storm
The most destructive and strongest within the NI ocean,
Caused extensive damage
And shook the entire nation.
 
Post which the administration geared up
For the rescue and relief operations,
People were evacuated to safe places
Relief funds were aided by PM.
 
Has all this really benefitted the victims
This saga only they can say,
The hudhud they had in their lives
May or may not heal any day!
 
Similarly, when there is a Hudhud in our life
When life's blow makes us kneel,
It's a great time to pray... though for some,
life's Hudhud claims the most precious deal.
 
The victim here goes thru 3 major phases
Impact stage, Reorganizing stage and Recovery stage,
Every person takes time to heal,
No matter what time or age
 
The recovery period does differ
As per the individuals strength in all,
Some recover fully, Some partially
Some do not recover at all!
 
Falling is part of life
But doesnt living mean, getting up after the fall,
What is full recovery then?
Forgetting everything and stand tall!
 
No, It means giving to others what was taken away from the impacted person,
Withstanding a rude shock by overcoming all the negative emotion,
And yet choose to stand taller
in any circumstance or situation.
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This is something only the most positive souls can do
Have the courage to stand in the same spot where he lost something precious,
prefer to stand in the same spot,
so that others don't have to go through anything vicious.
 
This is a lesson of life for all of us
To deal with our own difficult situations,
And rise like a Phoenix  into a totally transformed being
With a resolve to contribute to others with a solution.
 
Kavya ...
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I Wanna Get Rid Of You
 
How do I get rid of you
you harass me,
You torture me,
you scare me.
 
You come in my dreams
you make me cry,
Though I run away from you
you keep following me.
 
You give me a bad day
you spoil all the fun,
You are like a trigger
shot from a gun.
 
I want to get rid of you
'The Negative Thoughts' Yes, that's you,
You are ruining my life in a big way
And am shrinking because of you day by day.
 
I know after reading this
My friends will say Meditate, Pray,
Strike it off with a positive thought
That's the Art of Living people say.
 
All this gives solace only for a while
And then this demon again reappears
How do I get rid of it
When it keeps on giving me tremors!
 
Kavya ...
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I Wish...
 
I wish I could be with you
Lying under the heavenly sky blue,
Counting the stars bright
Holding your hands in twilight,
Enjoying the radiant moon in the open beach
Openly our love we shall preach,
I wanna feel the cool breeze in the open air
With you by my side anything else I dont care,
I wanna pen down few romantic lines for you
Under the heavenly sky blue,
I wish you could have seen my heart of gold
Together then we could have made things unfold!
I wish.....I wish....
 
Kavya ...
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I Wonder Why....
 
Sometimes I wonder
Why many weird things run on my head
Why all the deadliest things on earth
In my mind are fed
 
I try a lot to think only Positive
Read all the motivational books in massive
That would help me rebuild my mind
So that peace and solace I shall find
 
I remain calm and composed
For the first few days I am poised
But whenever I hear anybody's misery
I start comparing to me and my life making myself jittery
 
My mind again starts wandering
Imagination of losing my loved ones, I start fearing
This creates troubled waves in my head
Disturbs my mood and makes me go red
 
Oh god! Help me attain tranquility
Help me control my feelings
So that I can enjoy life peacefully
With only memories of joyful living!
 
Kavya ...
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In Memory Of Yours
 
A year has passed
You left us on this day
The emptiness that got created
No one could ever say
 
You were no doubt a doting daughter
A loving sister and a dear friend
No one can replace you
Nor our feelings can mend
 
Remembering you fondly today
And the moments we spent together
You are deeply missed
With every passing day!
 
Kavya ...
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Innocence
 
Mamma, when will I grow tall like you
As now I am looked up by very few;
I wanna fit into Paapa's shoes
Now for me its very loose!
 
When shall I earn money
As now I hardly have few penny;
I want to grow up and work hard
And buy for myself a stylish car!
 
O mama! when will I grow up and have fun
As now I am only in class One!
 
These are the innocent lines put forth
by my six year old;
Unaware of the life's challenges
Lying in his fold!
 
O my dear, why are you in a haste to grow
As then there are many challenges that life will throw;
Enjoy your childhood my dear
As the only challenge u have to face now is the exam fear!
 
No, No, Mamma! I want to grow fast
Challenges, fears, are all things of the past!
 
No, my dear! One day when you grow
You will remember your Mamma's word though;
But now its time for you to do your homework
Oh no Mamma! this is what it really irks!
 
Kavya ...
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Iphone (Cinquain)
 
iPhone
Intellectual phone
Of sixth generation
Cool Mobile Operating System
Smartphone
 
Kavya ...
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Irony Of Life
 
What an Irony of life
that applies to all
under the sun
from which no one can run
 
As a child
You have plenty of time and energy
But no money!
 
As an adult
You have plenty of money and energy
But no time!
 
As you grow old
You have plenty of time and money
But no energy!
 
So its better to act wise now
And welcome every morning with a 'wow'
Fully utilise your present
And rejoice every moment
 
This is the thumb rule
Just play it cool!
 
Kavya ...
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Kinara (A Poem In Marathi)    Shore (In English)
 
?????? ???? ?????? ????
?????? ????? ????????? ??????,
?????? ???????? ???? ?????? ????
????? ???? ???????? ???? ?????.
 
?????? ?????????? ??????? ???? ???? ????? ??
????????? ?? ????? ?????? ????? ??
?? ?????? ???? ????????? ?????????,
?? ???? ??? ??? ??? ?????? ????????????.
 
?? ???? ???? ???? ????? ????? ?? ???
??????? ?????? ?????? ??????? ?? ??????.....
 
 
Translation:
 
I wanted to spend the rest of my life
under the shade of your long brown hair,
I wanted to add color to my dreams
with you by my side I did dare.
 
I was entangled in my life
you had shown me the way out,
I had been a vagabond
you were my rescuer beyond doubt.
 
But you gave me umpteen tears that in it I could swim
My life's ship sunk at the shore at your own whim...
 
Kavya ...
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Lied Truth
 
2012
This was the year
You met with that fatal day dear
And left all of us in tears!
 
Remembering those moments
still brings down the spine only shivers
Recalling those days
only brings in more fears!
 
Today the year is gone
and your soul wud have also re-born
but the emptiness in our hearts still remain
Every moment still passes with pain!
 
Your absence has created a void in our life
As God chooses only those people who are very nice
He left us with no choice
And we had to accept this fact thinking ITS ONLY LIES!
 
Kavya ...
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Life (Cinquain)
 
Life
A journey
Enjoy it today
Like there's no tomorrow
Precious
 
Kavya ...
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Life Is Invaluable, Adore It!
 
Anger, Frustation, Irritation on self and others
Are all signs of weakness;
The moment these enter our mind and body
We are not our own self
Our every action turns into wickedness
 
The day my better-half fought with me
I was so down and depressed
I felt like ending my life
Kept my emotions suppressed
 
But the day we entered into a compromise
The life around was again in full bloom
So unlike from the days we remained apart
When everything around appeared so gloom
 
Soon I realised the value of life
That no decisions should be taken in times of strife;
Let us allow God to decide our own destiny
And may our life have only peace and harmony!
 
Kavya ...
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Life's A Gamble - Go For It!
 
Life's a journey
 
A path that is unpredictable
A route which is not easy
And can anytime make u stumble
 
A person hale and hearty today or now
May be no more tomorrow or the next moment
Dats life! so realistic and sometimes so unrealistic!
 
A happy go smiling person may probably never return
May be you will never meet him again in your life
Either you would dissolve or he
 
May be your paths would never again cross in future
This is the bitter truth of life
Life's like a gamble, you have no option but to go for it!
 
Take risk to survive
If you see the next morning sunshine
You have one more chance for yourself to revive!
 
Kavya ...
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Life's A Treasure
 
Today I have reached a stage of life
Where others opinion doesn't really matter,
I live for myself
Don't give a damn to others.
 
I have realised that nothing is permanent
The so called friends / acquaintances are all temporary,
Only relation that is permanent is God-given
That's of our Mother and Father, rest all are pretence.
 
A stage where I do things that make me happy
Where I don't bother to justify anybody,
I've realised that everything people do for us is for some motive,
Once that's done, they are gone!
 
I have learnt hard that there's no use waiting / moaning for anyone
If someone has come into your life, remember it' s only a temporary one,
Once their part in your life is over
They are surely going to go far far away, their chapter in your life comes to a
closure.
 
I have seen that how much ever wealth we acquire
We will always be unhappy and greed for more,
Earn and spend, donate for a noble cause
We are not going to carry a single penny to heaven for sure!
 
I firmly believe we can feel the love in each one's heart
And not illusions built by fame or money,
All we can take with us is
The memories that are strengthened by Love.
 
Love can travel a thousand miles
Life has no limits,
Move where you want to go
Strive to achieve the goals you want to.
 
This world is a stage, Life's a drama
We all are characters of the play
We have no choice but to oblige to our Director, The God,
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He is the one who controls us in and out.
 
We all have to face the day when the curtain falls
So Treasure your Life, love thy neighbour's big or small.
 
Kavya ...
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Love (Cinquain)
 
LOVE
Divine feeling
A committed relationship
It is a promise
Unconditional
 
Kavya ...
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Man Power? ? ?
 
Yet another dreadful day for a woman
Yet another horrifying encounter with a hooligan
The cries of Nirbhaya are still not drowned
And there's yet another instance rising from the ground
 
A young woman all of 22
Being targeted by a group of 5
To derive fun from the innocent gal
Threatening her if she raised an alarm
Their job is done, they did this only for fun!
 
Shame on such men for their cruel deeds
Who satisty their desire and in turn have no guilt
Is this what is called being a Man
Is this what is called possessing Power
 
Why are nowadays such instances on the rise
Why being a woman one has to pay such a heavy price
Its high time our laws change for woman's benefit
So that such crimes one dare not commit
 
Only then can there be woman empowerment
And our country can head towards betterment!
 
Kavya ...
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Manzil.........(Destination)
 
Tum saath the
Toh manzil bhi paas tha,
Lehron se bhare samandar mein
Kinara nazar aa raha tha,
Har mushkil aasan lagta
Mere haath mein jab tumhara haath hota,
Tumhare saath guzre hue pal
Har waqt kam lagta,
Saath janam tak saath nibhane ka
Wada roz yeh dil karta!
 
Ek din waqt ne humse ek khel khela
Hamara pyar shayad usse bhi na bardash hua,
Tumne toh saath rehne ka wada tha kiya,
Fir woh wada bhala kyu toad diya,
Ab yeh pal jaise tham sa gaya hain,
Jeete jee yeh jaan mar sa gaya hain,
Aaj hamari zindagi ki naav doob rahi hain,
Samandar ke lehron k beech kinara kahi nazar mein nahi hain,
Hamari manzil toh tum ho
Bhala kaise hum tumse dur ho
Inhe lehron ke sang hum kheeche ja rahe hain tumhare paas,
Agle janam ka saath nibhane lo khud he ruk gayi meri saans!
 
 
Translation (English)
 
When we were together
My destination appeared close,
In the sea filled with waves
The shore appeared close,
Every obstacle seemed fine
When I held your hand in mine,
Every moment spent with you
Always seemed to be few,
To be together for next seven reincarnations
Our hearts would sing merrily in anticipation.
 
One day destiny played a cruel game
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Our true love may be it had to blame,
You had promised me your company
What then made you leave me midway, Oh my genie,
Now the time has stood still
Am dead though alive left with no thrill,
My life's boat is sinking
Amidst the sea waves the shore is nowhere to be seen,
You are my destination
Then how can I be away from you in such a situation,
Am being pulled by these waves drawing closer to you,
My heartbeat has also come to a halt to start our next life anew!
 
Kavya ...
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Memoirs (In English)    - ???? ?? ????? (In ?????)
 
MEMOIRS
 
Your childhood
I want to cherish,
These precious times
I want to relish.
 
I am feeling so lost baby
amidst the busy life chores,
Before time slips away
I want to love you even more.
 
Today you plead for my time
to have my company,
Here I realise the lack of ability
and my heart cries in agony.
 
One day you too will grow
and enter this busy world,
Will you then have time for me baby
as these moments would soon get unfurled.
 
This riddle of life
am still trying to solve,
These times and moments lost
will they ever re-evolve?
 
So I would like to live life NOW
and be content,
I don't wanna lose my precious times too but
grab them this very moment!
 
 
???? ?? ????? (in ?????)  
 
?????? ???? ????? ???????
?????? ??? ???,
?????? ?????????? ?? ????? ????
??????? ???? ???.
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???? ??????? ?????????? ???????
??? ???? ???? ??? ???,
??? ?? ??????? ???? ??? ?????
??? ????? ???? ?? ???.
 
?? ???? ???? ???? ???
??? ???? ??? ????,
????? ???? ??? ????????
?????? ??? ?? ???.
 
????? ?? ???? ?????
?????? ?????? ?????? ?????,
??????? ?????? ??? ??? ???????
??? ????? ?? ?? ?????
 
???????? ?? ????
????? ???? ???? ???,
??? ??? ?????? ?????
??? ?????? ???? ?? ???.
 
?????? ?????? ???? ???????
?????? ??? ???,
???????? ?????????? ?? ????? ????
??????? ???? ???.
 
Kavya ...
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Miss You....
 
You left us on this day
but you are ardently remembered everyday.
 
Come wind, sun, storm or rain
your thoughts always leave us in pain.
 
God why did you do this to us
He replied in his own way thus
 
That she is now my child and not alone here
as am also uniting her with her spouse, don't you fear!
 
Kavya ...
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Modern Kids
 
Today’s modern children
Live in the age of revolution
So interesting is their generation
That their life begins with tension!
 
Gone are the days of girls and boys
When they played with dolls and toys
Computer is their whole and sole
Which has become their ultimate goal!
 
Telephone has become their playkit
Making all their needs meet
Video games, Mobiles keep them busy
Without making things messy!
 
So unaware are today’s kids
From the old play of building blocks &
From the good old granny stories
That not only helps in mind building
But also makes their life worth living!
 
Kavya ...
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Money
 
Money, the most powerful instrument in todays era,
Our constant companion,
Our greatest helper,
And our heaviest burden!
 
It can make or mar ones life,
It can push you onward,
or drag you down to failure,
It makes relationships,
and breaks too!
 
It makes us lame and weak,
to grab it, we go down even on our knees,
It has made winners,
and it has made losers too!
 
We came into this world empty handed
and gonna leave empty handed too,
Is it really worth running behind this
Lets Live Life before we Leave Life and make our life a bliss!
 
Kavya ...
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My Companion, My Soulmate
 
I come to you
When I need a break,
You come to my rescue
When my day is at stake!
 
You give me company
In times of need,
With you I am never lonely
But always complete.
 
You cry when I am sad
You smile with me,
All the happy and sorrow times
I always share with thee.
 
I take your help
To lessen my worry,
All the emotions
In you I bury.
 
You are none other than my 'POEMS'
Which I start scribbling any time,
And post it in 'POEM HUNTER' site
That makes my heavy heart light!
 
Kavya ...
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My Lifeline
 
I keep dreaming of you
day and night,
You are the path of my life
my guiding light.
 
Your soothing words
are like music to my ears,
You have grown more fonder
over the passing years.
 
You drive me crazy
with your coy smile,
To take that glimpse
I would love to walk that extra mile.
 
I wish I could express my love for you
That you are my lifeline, am incomplete without you.
 
Kavya ...
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Mysteries Of Life
 
Life is our Teacher
We are its Students,
Everyday is a learning phase
Every moment we have to embrace.
 
Life is understood through experience
It has to be learnt with patience,
That is why our first gurus* are our Parents
Who have seen life with more perseverance.
 
Mystery 1
As a child I used to always wonder
What is the need to celebrate birthdays
Are we happy because we are becoming more brave
But aren't we also moving one step towards the grave?
 
But as I grew up, I started knowing life much better
Its intricacies, Its importance and Its glitter,
That not everyone is lucky enough to see their next birthday
but  if you are, then celebrate it right away!
 
Mystery 2
As a lady, I always wondered
Why do people congratulate the 2-be-parents
What great work have they done
Isn't it just the outcome derived out of pleasure!
 
But being a mom now I realize
Its not easy to get the title of a 'Mom' or a 'Dad'
Not everyone is blessed with this wonderful gift
There are so many striving to become one!
 
Mystery 3
As a child I always used to tell my dad
Your are a miser, you never spend lavish,
You take every step consciously
And handle financial matters wisely
 
But now,  I know the value of money
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That its not easy to gain it, honey!
Time, Money, Reputation are
Easy to lose, and very hard to earn!
 
Mystery 4
As a child, everyone wishes to grow up soon
Who want to step into their parents shoes,
As they feel, parents have no worries, no tensions of exams
But can do anything at any time they choose.
 
Now being grown-up, given a choice,
I want to be a child again,
As the saying goes (in Hindi)
'hum sharir se toh bade ho jaate hain**
par Dil se chote ho jaate hain! ! ! **
 
So dearies Enjoy Life
Live Longer, Happier, Healthier
At the start, yes, Life is a Mystery
But there are solutions, so do not be jittery!
LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL, ENJOY EVERY PART OF IT.
 
Kavya ...
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Navratri - 'The Nine Nights Festival'
 
Navratri, the festival of Goddess Durga
is round the corner,
Hindus celebrate this festival for nine days
with great pomp and glitter.
 
Each day has its own significance
The Goddess is venerated during these days
She embodies the power of creation, preservation and destruction
Worshipping Her bestows wealth, knowledge and prosperity.
 
The first three days, the Goddess is venerated as Durga, who destroys evil
The next three days, She is worshipped as Lakshmi, who grants wealth and
prosperity.
The last three days, as Saraswati, the Goddess of wisdom,
The tenth day is referred to as Dussehra or Vijayadashmi.
 
This major festival is celebrated across
In East West North and South India,
The whole nation dresses up in vibrant colours
As each day represents a color signifying the deity.
 
In East, huge **pandals are decorated for Goddess' to perform **puja,
In West majorly Gujarat, **'Garba' a folk dance is performed during these nine
nights,
North celebrates uniquely organizing **jagraata and **bhandaara
South people display **Golu at their homes, Many even observe fast.
 
The tenth day marks Dussehra, meaning 'remover of bad fate'
The day marks the victory of Goddess Durga over the demon Mahishasur,
This day also marks the triumph of Lord Rama over Demon king Ravana,
Effigies of Ravana are created and burnt on this day followed by **Ram Leela.
 
Navratri thus is a festival of Dance Music and Colours,
Holiness, Life and Religious Unity,
Its a festival we all look forward to
as it brings together people of all community!
 
Kavya ...
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New Year Resolution
 
A promise to start doing something good
An oath to stop doing something bad
On the first day of the year
and maintain the same for the entire year.
 
Making resolutions are definitely good
If they are property understood
And we follow them religiously
as much as we could.
 
There is no compulsion
to make a New Year Resolution,
But can be definitely tried for a 'Self Evolution'
and help in achieving our long term vision.
 
So my dear PH pals, Lets welcome the New Year
By burying the past, as it brings tears
By forgetting the future, as it brings fears
Lets Live this Moment with a Smile
As it brings Cheers! ! !
 
Kavya ...
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Nigaahe (Shayaris In Hindi)
 
?? ?????? ??? ???? ????
?? ???? ???!
??? ?? ?? ???? ?? ?????
?? ??? ???? ?? ???
?? ???? ???! `
 
 
???????? ????? ???? ??
?? ??? ??? ??? ??,
?? ??? ?? ??????
???? ???? ?? ??? ?? ???? ??!
 
 
????? ??? ??? ????
?? ???? ??? ???? ??,
??????? ?? ????? ?? ??????
???? ?? ???? ?? ???? ??!
 
 
?? ?????? ??? ??? ??
?? ??? ?????? ??? ?????,
?? ???? ???? ???? ????
?? ????? ??? ?? ?????!
 
Kavya ...
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Nostalgic Memories....
 
A sudden encounter with you took me by surprise
I was happy but couldn't believe my eyes...
 
Those college days suddenly flashed across my mind
Thereby making my memories unwind,
How we used to silently admire each other everyday
and how the fondness grew with every passing day.
 
With the college days getting over
We all lost ourselves in our busy lives,
Those petty fun we used to have, took a back-seat
and to search for our identity we all had to strive.
 
That day we met almost after a decade
Few moments were silent again,
Dumb struck we both were, we had nothing to say
Just smiled and went our way.
 
But then finally we chatted
And those few moments I would really cherish
Finally we befriended each other
and fulfilled our long lasting wish................
 
...........In a nutshell............
 
Life's a journey,
A circle where our paths cross again,
If we are destined to meet, we will meet
And it became true for us indeed.
 
A feel that struck my mind then was
If we really like someone, express it.
And not carry the same in our hearts
And regret later about it.
 
Life is only once, live it
Try to make the best of it.
Do not carry forward anything to next day
and try to keep all the problems at bay.
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But at the same moment, be positive
Set your morning alarm everyday, be hopeful.
Rework on the opportunity lost yesterday
and Make the most of your today.
 
Kavya ...
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Nostalgic....
 
Vishu, our new year is on the way
making me feel nostalgic,
remember the enthusiasm in all of us
who otherwise are v lethargic.
 
Still recall the joy of waking up before sunrise
to have a glimpse of the Vishukkani** with a price,
Yes, we all waited for the Vishukkaineetam**
which was given by elders as a custom.
 
Going to temples together at dawn
wearing new attire,
Then going for collection to relatives houses
we all used to conspire.
 
Counting the money we collected
used to be so much of fun,
We all return to our homes
once the collection is done.
 
Of course we waited for the Vishu Sadya**
a feast relished by all of us for lunch,
But for me this was a day of reunion and get together,
those wonderful days I will cherish forever! ! ! !
 
 
I WISH ALL MY READERS WHO CELEBRATE THIS FESTIVAL A VERY HAPPY
VISHU.
 
Kavya ...
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On A Lazy Sunday Morning, , ,
 
A view from my window pane
On a lazy Sunday morning again.
Few rain drops on the window sill
Post rain the weather too was chill.
 
The crowd on the streets were lesser than usual
The bus stop had only one or two passengers,
The routine hustle bustle of the vehicles were none
Why not! Isn't Sunday meant to just sit back, relax and have fun.
 
But there were also busy people on the roads
Decked up and hurriedly catching their transport mode,
Then there were also the less fortunate newspaper delivery guys
For whom everyday is like a weekday.
 
Watching all this sipping my hot cup of tea
Life seemed non-stop and we like busy bee,
When I look back at my room on this lazy Sunday
Only to find my band of boys, how fast asleep they lay.........
 
Kavya ...
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On Our Anniversary
 
On our Wedding Anniversary today
I wish you loads of love & happiness in abundance
May success always follow your way.
 
Just wondering how time has fled
Today is our Eighth Wedding Anniversary
And am looking for many more years together ahead.
 
It feels so nice to be in your company
Promise me your togetherness
Until my departure from this life's journey.
 
Lets always walk together in all ups and downs
Share happiness and sorrows like it has been till now
Lets be together in every smiles and frowns.
 
Thank you for being there
Am proud and glad to be your life partner
Am grateful to God for making us a wonderful pair!
 
Kavya ...
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Our Final Verdict
 
It can come calling us any time
Be it rain or shine,
It comes so unexpectedly
That we keep wondering repeatedly,
We had met the person only yesterday evening
Unable to believe or am I dreaming!
 
It's something that visits us without intimation all of a sudden
To ease us from the life's burden,
To depart from the worldly stake
Giving us an eternal break,
It can come not necessarily while driving or trekking
But even at home while we are resting!
 
To elude it, we tend to take extreme care to be safe
Avoiding any godforsaken deed or place,
But if it has to come
It follows us even if we run,
Here there is no religion bar
As everybody is treated at par!
 
So do whatever you feel like doing and fly high
Go scuba diving, para gliding, go touch the sky
As no matter what, if time hasn't come we will subsist
Live your life to the fullest, do not resist
Death is one thing which no one can predict
As to when is the exact date and time of Our Final Verdict!
 
Kavya ...
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Positive Frame
 
I chose to remain happy
I want to fly,
I don't give a damn to others
Who try to pull me down without a sigh.
 
Though I shall do what my heart says
I will perform my tasks to my level best,
I wont get distracted by others victory
I shall always put myself to test.
 
I never compete with others but myself
I want to reach the ladder of success,
Though steady but surely some day
My dream I shall live and express.
 
May God give me the strength to stay positive always
by all means not allow me to get deterred,
I shall sure be a winner one day
My voice too will be heard...
 
Kavya ...
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Pretty Woman!
 
Is looking beautiful a sin
Its like a fish without a fin
Its for her a Gods gift
If you don't have one, go get a facelift!
 
Let her roam
Let her be free
Let her not be
bullied by thee!
 
She is one like you
She though is looked like crazy by few,
She is targeted by many
Mainly by men cunny!
 
Looking beautiful is nature's reward
Its natural and does not proclaim any award
Hence do not be judgemental n hyperactive, else
Be prepared for the penalty as she can also become proactive!
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Priceless Gift
 
The soft skin, the cute breath
For me, you were the most handsome kid I ever met,
The lust to touch your mini fingers n toes
On your face was a small cheeky nose,
Your beautiful eyes that everyone would envy
In that little pricky hair you really looked funny,
Your pink cheeks and colored lips
You looked dashing in your blue bibs,
While asleep as if you were posing 'hands-up'
Watching you, not once can anyone get fed up,
The soft snore
Which I would silently adore,
Enjoying your sweet baby smell
A lullaby to sing or a short story to tell,
I enjoyed every moment with you my dear son
This was the time you were born, thanks to Almighty a ton
For blessing me with this tiny tot
As this is the most 'Priceless Gift' from God I have got!
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Pyari Chidiya (Hindi)
 
Nanhi si woh chidiya thi
Barsaat mein bheeg rahi thi,
Udkar ped par baithi woh
Pani se bachne nikli woh,
Par fir bhi baarish mein doobi jaa rahi thi
Apne liye ghosla nahi dhundh paa rahi thi.
 
Dekhkar use bola mera Nanha Munna
Aa chidiya! Mere ghar aakar baithna,
Maano usne sun lee iski cheekhe
Seedhe udhkar aa baithi woh mere ghar ke bagiche,
Khush hokar bajayi Munne ne taali
Darkar bechari ud gayi chidiya fir usi ped ke daali!
 
 
 
Translation (English)  - A Lovely Bird!
 
A tiny sparrow came in our window pane
Fully drenched it was in the rain,
To avoid getting further wet
Flew it across and sat on the branch of a tree to get set,
But it was of little help though the tree was huge
And the poor bird could not find any better refuge!
 
This sight caught attention of my little son
Come, O sparrow! to my home, u will have trouble none,
Soon the sparrow flew and sat on our adjoining garden
As if it had heard the shreiks of my little one,
His joy knew no bounds and he started clapping happily,
The tiny bird got scared and back it flew to the same tree anxiously!
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Rain Rain Come Again!
 
Bid adieu to the hot waves
As the cold breeze have set in,
Bringing joy to our minds
As the rains have peeped in.
 
With the onset of rain
The scorching heat goes down the drain,
The sudden thunder n lightning
Is scary as if Rain God is threatening!
 
The clouds turn black & the rain drops come in bunch
Making you fully drench,
A soothing odour from the soaked mud,
Makes every flower come out of its bud.
 
Water water everywhere
The vehicles speed with a flash,
Kids dance in the muddled waters,
They find fun doing a 'splash splash'
 
The trees sway, the flowers smile,
The nature comes all alive,
The animals run hither tither for shelter,
The humans too run helter skelter!
 
Once the rain subsides,
Everyone comes out of their hide,
The sight of the rainbow in the clear blue sky
Is worth admiring and lifts our spirits high!
 
Rain Rain Come Again
Do no go to Spain
Let Little Johnny Play
Some another Day: -)
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Real...Not Illusion
 
There is a saying,
Life is like an icecream, Enjoy it before it melts
 
You were indeed a sweetie pie
Enjoying life to the core
Leading a normal life
Being a dutiful mother and wife
 
Your charming smile
Your long plated hair
Took away our breath
Leaving everyone to stare
 
All of a sudden an illness struck
Leaving you nerve wreck
Life was no more the same
It played a very unfair game
 
Since then you were in suffering
It was difficult to see you moaning
You saw your child grow and getting wise
You blessed her from within with tearful eyes
 
Today you are no more
And have departed to a peaceful destination
Sad but also content we are
As you are now free from all the pains
 
May your soul rest in peace
We will definitely miss you dear
You have claimed a special place in our heart
Which we will carry forever....
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Reminiscence
 
Like all good things come to end
So did yours and mine too,
 
The good moments we shared together
Soon became a memoir,
 
Though we parted ways
I could never part you from my heart a single day,
 
Yes reminiscing those moments are indeed sweet
Still clueless I am, why did you go offbeat,
 
Our bestest moments just lay there shattered
The scar you left in my heart, for you, sadly never mattered.
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Santa In Town
 
What will Santa gift me
for this Christmas Mummy?
Am so eagerly waiting for that day
I hope he doesn't gift me anything funny!
 
Christmas is round the corner
And our dear Santa is already on the way Honey,
Work Hard!
You surely would be rewarded worth every penny.
 
Yes Mumma, I pray to God everyday
That Santa should gift me lots of chocolates and a cute barbie doll,
Do not worry baby
You are a darling and you would get it all!
 
We the secret Santa of our kids
Shower blessings and goodies to them every year,
Lovely Santa gifts tucked in their pillow while they are fast asleep
Only to find their eyes sparkle the following morning O'dear!
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Schumi, The Great! ! ! !
 
Michael Schumacher, the great F1 driver,
a Seven time F1 World champion,
You are the greatest driver the sport has ever seen
You have conquered such great heights in this sport
where no one has ever been!
 
Come back soon
The new year awaits you,
May you have a longer healthier life
This is my ardent birthday wish for you!
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Seasonal Love (In English)   And Hindi Version
 
????? ???? ?? ???
??? ?? ??? ??,
???? ??? ????? ??? ??
??? ??? ???? ?? ???? ??,
???? ??? ????? ???
?????? ????? ????,
??? ???? ?????? ?? ????
??? ????? ???? ???? ????,
??? ?????? ?? ???
??? ?? ??? ????? ??? ??,
????? ???? ?? ???
??? ????? ??? ??! ! !
 
Seasonal Love
 
You changed like
how seasons change,
You stopped talking to me
and were far from my range,
Am clueless as to what made you do this,
Is my love to be blamed, did anything I miss,
You had promised to be together
and always walk with me,
But now you changed your route
to be far away from me,
Am wondering and really spell bound
with this sea change! ! !
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Self Esteem
 
Be true to self
Be true to others
 
As one lie from you
Will invite a 100 more
 
Fear God, if not anyone
As we are all answerable to Him
 
Telling lies will give you
temporary happiness
 
But telling a truth
will give you lifetime comfort
 
Do not deter to be humble
That will make your self image feeble
 
Always maintain your self esteem
In long run in happiness only it will redeem
 
As only if you love yourself
Can you expect love from others as well!
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Shayaris - Part 3 (In Hindi)
 
??????
 
1)
 
?????? ??? ??? ?? ??? ????? ???
????? ????? ?? ?? ??? ?????? ???
????? ?? ??? ???? ???? ??? ???
???? ????? ??? ??,
??? ??? ????? ?? ????? ?? ?????
??????? ?? ??? ??????? ???? ???? ???!
 
2) 
 
?????? ?? ??? ???? ???? ???? ???
???? ???? ???? ??? ???? ???? ???
?????? ????? ????? ?? ???? ???
??????? ?? ???? ?????? ???? ???? ???!
 
 
???????
 
3)
 
??????? ?? ?? ?????? ???
?? ???? ???? ??? ?? ??? ??,
?? ?? ????? ?? ???? ??? ???? ???
????? ?? ???? ?? ???? ?? ??? ??!
 
4) 
 
??????? ?? ???? ???????? ??? ???? ???
??? ???? ???? ?? ???? ???
??? ???? ?? ???? ???? ???? ???,
???? ?? ???? ?? ???? ???
???????? ??? ??? ???? ??? ???
???? ???? ???? ??? ???
?? ?? ???? ??? ?? ???? ???!
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Shayaris - Part 5 (In Hindi)
 
1) 
 
?? ??? ?????
?? ????? ?? ????? ???
???? ????? ??? ??? ?????
? ??? ?? ????, ? ??? ??? ??? ???
 
?????? ???? ?? ????? ???? ???
????? ???, ??? ???,
?? ??????? ?? ???? ? ????
???? ????? ??? ?? ?????? ???
 
2) 
 
??? ?? ???? ????? ????? ????
?? ??? ???????? ?????? ????,
?????? ?????? ?? ???? ???? ?? ???
??? ?? ????? ????? ??? ?? ???,
?????? ?? ??? ??? ??? ????? ??? ??
????? ??? ?? ????? ??? ?? ??? ??? ??!
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Shayaris (In Hindi)
 
??
 
?? ?? ?? ???? ??? ???? ???? ???
?? ???? ??? ???? ??? ???,
??? ?? ??? ????? ???
?? ??? ?? ???? ??? ???!
 
????
 
????? ???? ?????
??? ?? ?? ?????? ??,
???? ??????? ? ???
?? ?? ?? ?????? ?????? ??!
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Shayaris Part 4 (In Hindi)
 
1)
 
???? ? ?? ??? ??? ??? ????
??? ??? ????? ?? ???? ???? ?????? ??????,
???? ???? ???? ??? ?? ????
??? ?? ??? ???? ???? ?? ??????!
 
2)
 
??? ?? ?? ?? ?? ???? ???? ???
?? ? ????
??? ?? ??? ???? ?? ? ????!
 
3)
 
????? ??? ????? ?? ???? ?? ???
????? ??? ????? ?? ????? ?? ???
?? ?? ??? ?? ????? ??? ??
?? ????? ?? ???? ?? ???!
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Shayaris...........
 
MANN
 
Tumhe dekhkar
Mann khushi se jhoom uththa hain
Jaise pehli baarish ki boondoon ko dekh
Kisaan ka dil roam roam khil jata hain
 
English Translation (by our PH Friend ia Batool)
 
Looking at you
my heart gets as excited
as the farmer's heart dances merrily
upon feeling the drops of the first downpour...
 
 
ICHCHA
 
Hamari koi koi ichchaye
Adhuri reh jaati hain
Jaise baarish ke paani ko simatkar
Hamari gili hatheliya khali reh jati hain
 
English Translation (by our PH Friend ia Batool)
 
 
Some of our wishes
stay as not granted from above
as if after feeling the moisture of rainfall
our wet palms stay empty...
 
 
SAMAY
 
Samay nikla ja raha hain
Jaise mutthi se reth
Jee lo naaki ise gavao
Nahi ho paayega dobara isse bhet
 
English Translation (by our PH Friend ia Batool)
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The moment is getting slipped out
exactly like the grains of sand from the hands
live life without wasting it
the time gone will never be back...
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Simple Yet Golden Rules Of Life!
 
Time once lost
can never be regained,
Its like a river
You cannot touch the same water twice!
the flow that has passed
will never pass again!
 
Trust once lost
is difficult to regain,
Retain your self respect
Do not fall prey to distrust,
as the saying goes 'Trust thyself only
and another shall not betray thee! '
 
Character once lost
is lost forever.
It's something developed through experience, your deeds
When wealth is lost, nothing is lost
When health is lost, something is lost
When character is lost, all is lost
 
And if Life is lost, nothing remains.
We all have only one life, Live it to the fullest!
Don't make promises when you are in joy
Don't reply when you are sad
Don't take decisions when you are angry
Think twice and act wise!
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Spice Of Life
 
Life is beautiful
Yes! its colorful
The value of which unfortunately
is best judged by only a handful!
 
Ask the value of life to an ill patient
Who is counting his days over a span
Who is nearing death
Who is not able to enjoy life like others can!
 
Ask the value of life to a person who's blind
Who is craving to see things around
Who is able to feel everything
But not able to enjoy the joy in life that surround!
 
Ask the value of life to a caged bird or animal
Who is longing to have freedom
To wander freely like other animals
But unable to, due to cruel act of some!
 
Ask the value of a life to a tree or a plant or a flower
That is soon to get axed or cut
Who has the desire to live
Who can't express its feelings but!
 
The best judges of life are those
Who are not able to live life though alive
The desire remains unfulfilled
The crave remains within to survive!
 
Today, we who are able to enjoy the bliss of life
Crib on petty things and make our mind vicious
Ain't we all blessed to be able to Live Life
As every moment of it is so Precious!
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Success
 
What is Success
according to you,
If you ask me
i have no clue!
 
Some say, Success is how high you bounce
when you hit the bottom,
But the real meaning is
only understood by some.
 
What is success
with which everyone is so obsessed
 
Getting promotion in a job?
which will make you further slog!
 
Earning umpteen money?
that does not long last as its only a penny!
 
Buying a new phone or a car?
does it take you very far!
 
Scoring good marks in examinations?
long way to go though will temporarily ease your tension!
 
If you ask me honestly
One thing I can say instantly is
 
Success comes from happiness,
When you are a reason for someone's smile and cheerfulness
 
You have people caring for you, waiting for you
You are thought about and loved though by selected trustworthy few
 
You have a splendid time with your loved one or close buddy
You invest time in yourself and accomplish your long outstanding hobby
 
At the end I feel, when you have a good satisfying day
Success comes with you in your way!
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The Agony Of A Departed Soul
 
I left you all that day
I was half-hearted to leave you mid way,
But God had other plans for me
He did not listen to my plea.
 
From the heaven I saw you all weeping
Missing me badly and consoling,
I could not see your misery anymore
I asked God if he can give me one day more.
 
I wanted to come back to all of you
Will God allow me? I had no clue!
But seeing me in deep pain
He granted me a day without bargain.
 
I was so excited to come to our abode
So much to do, so much to you all I owed,
Seeing me I was sure you all will spring with joy
Taking me in your arms I knew you all will cry.
 
But I saw things were not the same any more
My things were not to be seen in our decor,
My stuff were removed and kept aside
I felt with me my belongings too died.
 
You all were shocked to see me at 'our' place
Should I call it 'our' or 'your' with disgrace
I felt like I was a stranger here
My people here now no more care.
 
I shrieked and looked up to my God in heaven
Take me away soon I don't want even a second,
My people have happily kept me in their memories
Contended they are with my treasuries.
 
With a heavy heart my soul did again depart
I saw my photo hanging like a wall art,
But not any more was I teary eyed
As I was finally uniting with My Lord, My Guide!
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The Awesome Twosome
 
They fight,
They scream to the top of their voice,
They pull and push each other,
And sometimes even hit without making any noise!
 
They try to copy each other,
Always wanna win and never lose,
And cry to gain sympathy,
When one doesn't get their dues!
 
At times they are so loving,
Hug n kiss each other intact,
Fondly play with their own toys,
Without rendering any cruel act!
 
Noise and noise is the only thing,
When they are around,
Screams and cries are common,
Silence is hardly found!
 
But they bring in so much of happiness,
And makes my life vibrant n bliss abound,
They are none other than my 2 Naughty brats,
Whose presence only makes joy surround!
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The Love Blues
 
Why did you invoke that greed in me
why did you have to feed that love in me,
 
The morning sunshines, the evening walks
hand in hand, the never ending talks,
 
The sandy water beaches
the cute gift exchanges,
 
The long going debates
and the midnight conversations,
 
All these now like sweet memories
lay somewhere in the corner of  my heart,
 
These will never fade away
but will only grow stronger with each passing day,
 
Am longing to get those moments back
yes am greedy, I want them all intact
 
I shall wait, will not allow our memories to rust
Will you hold my hand once before I crumble to dust!
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The Nepal Quake
 
The ground beneath our feet shook
We got so perturbed by the natures look,
Our houses collapsed in front of our eyes
Our loved ones we saw in a box of ice.
 
What went wrong all of a sudden
In a fraction of a second everything was done,
Our dreams crumbled like a pack of cards
Before Mother Nature no one was barred.
 
The good, the bad, the evil, all fell into one pit
every religion, caste, creed of people got equally hit,
Its high time we as a human being realize this now
Death knows no boundaries, lets love we endow
 
Birth and death no one can ascertain
All go to one place, all turn to dust again!
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The Story Of A Father And Son....
 
The scene outside the maternity ward
Tensed, anxiety and curious looks, Oh my lord!
The sudden shriek of baby cry is heard
Hurray! ! ! a baby boy is born, a nurse declared.
 
The onset of your life's journey began here
Our happiness and joy doubled with cheer,
Your were pampered and treated with utmost care
Love poured in from everywhere!
 
You were taught to walk and talk
Daddy, What is that? you once asked,
Its a 'bird' darling, I answered 21 times,
But patiently smiling and hugging you every time.
 
You grew then into a handsome young boy
Independent now you were, no more a coy,
I supported you for your choice of life partner
My journey somewhat began alone hereafter................
 
Since your mom left me making me forlorn
Today am frail, brittle is my bone,
You once said, 'Come lets go for a walk dad,
Its a long time a private moment we had'
 
The history repeats, we say
I asked you, What is it my son' in the park 10 times
Its a 'bird' dad, you yelled at me,
With wet eyes I moved away mutely.
 
Back was I with an old tattered yellow paged diary,
'Have a look at this my son,
This narrates the same instance when you were a child
And how I answered you patiently without a sigh'
 
Don't do this to me my dear,
Am old now and my grave is near,
Am back to where you were 30 years ago,
That's the lifes cycle through which everyone has to go.
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Son tearfully held my arm,
Said 'Sorry if I did harm,
I Love you and will always,
Will never ever let you down.'
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Think Positive
 
Think positive
Is what always echo in my ears,
Do no think otherwise
This will wipe away your fears.
 
The moment anything negative
Comes to your mind,
Immediately strike it out
By thinking about something positive.
 
While praying do not bring
Any negative words in your mind,
Keep chanting only positive
Peace and solace then you will find.
 
Say, we are stuck in the midst of a bad traffic,
We pray, 'Oh God! I should not get late! '
See a negativity running in our mind
And by God, we are really late!
 
Our whole day goes bad
We keep blaming the fate like mad,
Instead, a positive prayer, Oh God, May I reach early
Might have worked out fairly!
 
As one says, its always easier said than done!
As its not really easy to eliminate negative thoughts from our mind,
But surely its possible to strike out the negative,
And thereby make our disturbing thoughts unwind.
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Uttarakhand (Acrostic)
 
Uttarakhand, The Land of the Gods,
That got struck by the natural disaster,
Teared apart the joyous trip of innocents,
And devastated the families of many!
Rains continued pouring and instead of being a boon,
Acted as a goon,
Killing many innocent lives and
Hampering the religious sentiments of devotees!
Army Men however proved to be the Real Heroes
Nurturing the needs and safety of helpless victims
Dutifully serving and rescuing stranded people at the need of the hour!
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Valentine Day
 
The Valentine day is near,
For those to express their unexpressed love the day is here;
This time just go for it my dear,
And for the consequences do not fear!
 
There are various ways to express love,
From roses, cards, to love letters from dove;
Huge profits do the shopkeepers who sell these earn,
And with a big grin the hidden secrets of lovers they learn!
 
East or West, Honey...you are the best,
The lovers goodwill is put on a test;
Those who pass this is in Cloud nine,
And those who don't, wait for next Valentine day, is that fine?
 
Setting aside jokes,
Here's an ardent wish for all my reader folks;
May every day seem like Valentine day,
And lets make our life happy in every way!
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Virtual World
 
I wish I re-wind myself to those times
Where people got connected not phones,
 
Where hearts met,
And not the phone numbers,
 
Where we actually stepped out to meet, greet each other
And not chat or wish on skype or Facebook
 
Everyone today has worn a mask
Calling friends / meeting has become more like a task
 
Today in this virtual world
Though I am alive I feel dead
 
I have so many friends
But I know only in this virtual world I out shine,
 
You care for me when I am
I wonder how many would actually look out for me when I go offline!
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We Care For You....
 
I can feel the pain in your grin
I can sense the vacuum created within,
The anxiety that arouses in you
The distress you are going thru.	
 
I have noticed the changes in you
In a shell you have withdrew,
When you feel helpless at times
Have also seen you reciting hymns.
 
I can see you getting irritated on petty things
The tantrums you throw, the sorrow it brings,
I can sense you feel you are being neglected
The prime reason why you feel dejected.
 
You try to gain attention like a child
Sometimes your behavior goes wild,
You scream, you shout, you yell
You spoil your health, you become unwell.
 
Dad, your problems we understand totally
At this age, we don't want you to feel lonely,
May you always be happy and cheerful
Lets celebrate life and together make it joyful.
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Who Took My Breath Away...........
 
I owe my success to you
I am indebted on you,
 
On things lost I have no repentance
You are the reason for my existence,
 
My words of solitude
Is interpreted well only by you,
 
Let me hold my breath handful
As I do not want to lose you,
 
Your gentle and soft touch
Takes my breath away,
 
Why did the breath I exhaled
took me away! ! ! ! far away...........
 
 
HINDI TRANSLATION
 
Meri saans tum ho
Mera vajood tum ho,
 
Jo beet gaya uski nahi muje parva
Mera aaj tum ho,
 
Meri baatein tanhayi mein
Sun lete ho tum gehrayion mein,
 
Keh du meri saanson se 'tham jao zara'
Apni jaan ke saath thoda aur 'jee lu zara',
 
Tumhare sparsh bi hain shaamil
Meri saanso ko rokne mein,
 
Kyu le gayi muje saath yeh
Meri lautne wali saanse!
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Why Me?
 
Why Me! God why Me!
I have always worshipped thee,
I have ill treated none
Why was then my prayer shunned,
Was I being very kind
That your eyes could only find,
I wanted to live my life galore
Could you not have granted more,
Happy and satisfying was my life
I was a doting mother and a wife,
God my kids are very small
I need to hold them when they stumble and fall,
I would miss my family, Oh my God!
I cant rest in peace in heavenly abode,
Now I can only watch them from above
And shower them with endearing love,
May all their wishes be fulfilled Oh My God
Do not make haste in uniting us my Lord!
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Wings Of Desire (English)  ?????? ?? ??? (?????)
 
?????? ?? ??? (?????)
 
?? ???? ?????? ?? ??? ????
???????? ?? ??? ?? ?????? ?? ?????,
 
????? ??? ????? ????? ??????? ??? ??? ????
???? ?? ???? ??? ?? ??? ??!
 
?? ??? ??? ????, ?????? ??? ??????
?? ???? ???, ????? ??? ????,
 
??? ??? ?? ??? ??? ?? ??? ???? ??? ???
?? ??? ???? ?????? ?? ?? ??? ????!
 
 
Wings of Desire (English) 
 
Come let's give wings to our desire
Make impossible things possible for us to acquire,
 
Who said I have chosen the difficult track
Why do you think I could see two paths,
 
There's fire inside me, the roads are rocky
Come let's take flight in the open sky,
 
Nothing can stop us, a strong will is all we require
Come let's give wings to our desire!
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Woman's Era
 
What is a girl
Who has with her only emotions to hurl
 
Though her childhood she can relish
Her youth and adulthood she will have to replenish
 
With loads of responsibility
I hope here there is no ambiguity
 
As it includes every work under the sun
And you know from all this she cannot run
 
At any age beware from the zombies around
Who can try to lure her though gentle they may sound
 
Prepare herself to marry a stranger guy
Love marriage or arranged marriage, with him her relationship is tied,
 
He is then her ultimate god
Parents say, respect him, and for his every decision you have to nod
 
She one day becomes a proud mother
And spends her major part of life nurturing her kids come any weather
 
Attend every minute task of her kid
And here no spouse comes for a bid
 
As mother is the master of all
And yes kids prefer their mom to be always on call
 
Attend to spouses need
Else he will feel that she no longer pays him any heed
 
Please her in-laws at the same time
Though difficult make their and her song rhyme
 
In old age her body gets totally worn out
Even her kids feel her like a smelly rot
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There r many more hurdles in her life which I here cannot recite
As only a woman can understand a womans plight
 
Dont u think every woman during her lifetime goes through some part of this
If not, then surely its a lifetime bliss!
 
I know all this if done out of love n affection
Does not seem to be a burden
 
But at some point of life a lady feels to sit back and rest
And get rid of all these life time test
 
At least for me, I want to be reborn as a boy
Who does not have to go through all these sufferings but only ENJOY!
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Wow
 
Respect her, be Kind to her
Adore her, Admire her,
Pamper her, Please her,
But never torture her, trouble her,
Bully her or view her with evil eyes,
She is your pride
She could be someone's bride,
She is a woman,
She can be your mother or sister or a friend,
A helping hand to whom you should always lend,
Support her with your strength
Do no use your power to make her bend,
Do not allow her to surrender,
As she could be the Woman of Wonder (WOW)
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???????? (In Hindi)   Sacrifice (In English)
 
????????
 
?? ????? ?? ???? ????? ???? ???
??? ????? ??? ????? ?? ??? ??? ?? ??? ???? ???
??? ????? ??? ?????? ?? ??? ??? ?? ??? ???? ???? ???
???? ????? ???? ?? ??
?? ???? ?? ?? ???? ???
?? ????? ???? ???? ?? ??? ?? ???? ???! ! !
 
Sacrifice
 
Every person has his own identity
Some get defamed in love
some get fame for their welfare towards their country,
Some spoil their own life in love
some lay down their life for their country,
the only difference between the two is
One dies in spite of being alive
and the Martyrs stay alive in our hearts forever! ! !
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????? ???? (In Hindi)
 
??? ??? ???? ???
??? ???? ???? ???? ?? ????
 
?? ?????? ????? ??? ????
???? ?????? ????? ?? ???? ???? ????
 
?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ??? ???? ??
?????? ?????? ????? ?? ????
 
??? ?? ???? ??? ??? ?? ?????
?? ????? ?? ? ??? ????? ??? ????
 
????? ???? ? ??? ????,
?? ?? ????? ????, ?? ??? ???? ????! ! !
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???? ?????? ??? ???
 
???? ???? ???? ???? ??
????? ?? ?? ?????,
 
?? ??? ?? ?????? ????
???? ?? ??? ??,
 
????? ??? ??? ????
?? ????? ?? ????? ????? ????,
 
??? ??? ?? ??? ?? ?? ???
?? ???? ?? ???? ?? ???? ?? ???,
 
???? ???? ?????? ??? ???
?? ?????? ?? ???? ?? ??? ???!
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